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One. 

 

     “The kids need to figure out what they want to be for 

Halloween,” Shane said gazing down at the Sesame’s Street 

collage of characters area rug located in the center of his kid’s 

playroom. 

     Halloween in The DiamonD’s household was just a week 

away, and Shane – having nothing in particular to worry about 

ever since ending The DiamonD’s war with Sonny Syntino and 

returning DiamonD safely back home – made it a point to worry 

about something even if it just was his kids’ costumes. 

     Shane looked at DiamonD.  “Babe,” he said sounding serious 

for an answer. 

     DiamonD said nothing.  She just shook her head and smirked 

and settled two plush toy Pumpkins onto the kid’s plastic play 

table for the twins to play with. 

     “What?” Shane argued playful.  He was still looking at 

DiamonD as he found himself amused by her candor. 

     “In case you hadn’t noticed. . .Shane. . .but our kids aren’t 

exactly “kids” – they’re three and one-year-olds!” DiamonD 

chuckled with a sweep of her hand across the play table where 



Lola lost herself in her latest coloring book while Roman and 

Ryan fumbled with their new oversized plushies. 

     “Kids or not. . .they still need costumes,” Shane argued, 

stepping up to the play table and staring down at his son and 

daughters with a heavy sense of pride.  Because not only did he 

find his son Roman to be the splitting image of him, he found his 

daughters to be equally as beautiful as DiamonD.  Shane felt he 

couldn’t have picked a better woman to have children with.  “I 

just want them to have a nice Halloween. . .get lots of candy,” he 

said stroking Lola’s ponytail.  It was long.  It was an Ash brown.  

And shimmered like golden highlights under the sun.  Lola was 

sporting a Halloween themed bow and small stud Pumpkin 

earrings.    

     “Are you going to eat a lot of that candy. . .Shane?” DiamonD 

mischievously pressed with a hint of curiosity also grazing her 

tone.  Shane smirked and shook his head.  “What?” It was 

DiamonD’s turn to amusingly look at Shane. 

     “Well, and as their father, I do plan to eat some.” Shane 

winked.  “But,” he said dropping his attention from Lola and 

shifting it to DiamonD, “as your husband,” – Shane inched his 

way to DiamonD sending her belly to flutter like bats – “I do 

intend to share some of that candy with you,” he said, grinding 

his pelvis against hers. 

     “Oh, God!” DiamonD giggled.  She had envisioned Shane 

trailing Skittles from her belly button to her mouth and vice 

versa. 

     “What?” Shane also chuckled, pulling DiamonD closer to 

him, and kissing her sensually on the lips.  “You don’t want any 

of my. . .“candy”?” he then went on to tease through another 



sensual grind of his pelvis, then through a kiss, followed by a 

slip of his tongue, then back to just a kiss thus sending 

DiamonD’s lust whirling into a pre-orgasmic frenzy – she 

detested foreplay because sex with Shane after had always sent 

her over the edge.  She almost regretted being married to a hot 

guy who was genuinely capable of making the ugliest girl look 

pretty.  DiamonD figured she couldn’t have found a more potent 

aura in a guy than in the one she had found in Shane. 

     “You know I do, and always,” DiamonD fessed, returning 

Shane’s kisses. 

     “So!” Shane said slapping DiamonD on the ass and coming to 

attention.  “How do you feel about having the kids Trick-or-

Treat at the Vine, hmm?” 

     DiamonD scrunched her forehead.  “Um. . .What about the 

Halloween party here?  I mean, Lana’s put a lot of effort into – ” 

     “Don’t worry about that.  I figured once the kids are done 

Trick-or-Treating we can have them spend the night with my 

parents while we fly back – of course, via your father’s jet.” 

Shane sighed.  “We need a jet.” he thought out loud. 

     “I suppose we can do that,” DiamonD said lowering her gaze 

from Shane’s optimistic one and nodding in thought as she was 

still feeling a bit uneasy about returning to Napavine; returning 

to the Diamond’s residence after Sonny’s ambush – which was 

still fresh in her memory.  DiamonD thought she felt a panic 

attack coming on. 

     “DiamonD,” Shane said softening his tone and raising her 

chin to meet his gaze again.  “There’s no need to stress about 

that anymore, babe.  Sonny’s gone.  My parents’ have restored 



the house.  You’ll see that there’ll be no trace of what happened.  

The house will be as it was before.” 

     “I know, Shane.” DiamonD nodded, lessening the tension in 

her uneasiness.  “I know,” she then repeated, taking Shane’s 

hand, kissing it, then resting it against her cheek.  Because with 

Shane she always felt safe. . .protected, assured. 

     “So, and again. . .Napavine for the kids?” Shane smiled thus 

prompting DiamonD to nod and smile.  “Good!” Shane 

exclaimed.  He pulled DiamonD back into him readying to kiss 

her again, but the intent was blocked when one of his kids’ 

Pumpkin plushies smacked him on the side of his face causing 

DiamonD and Lola to giggle. 

 

Two. 

 

     “It just feels strange not having to worry about anything,” 

Shane confessed.  He was in bed with DiamonD, stroking her 

backside and thinking of the past: 

     Like Vegas. 

     The Tracks. 

     Cher’s “Fuck” parties. 

     Meeting DiamonD in Boys Town. 

     Halloween as a kid with his brothers’, his family. 

     And how to him it felt like ages ago.  “It just seems like ever 

since we got together it’s been non-stop drama.” 

     “That’s not true!” DiamonD said picking up her head from 

off of Shane’s shoulder and gazing down at him.  “I mean,” she 

gulped back spit and ran a delicate finger across his chest.  She 

then caught her breath when she saw Shane’s throat throttle only 



because she knew that she was stirring him sexually.  “We had 

last year’s Christmas and New Year’s.  They were great, right?” 

DiamonD said looking at Shane optimistically.  Because just for 

a moment did she sense remorse in his words. 

     Shane nodded.  “That it was.”  He stole a kiss from 

DiamonD’s lips because he had gotten great gifts, and he was 

both celebrated and loved. 

     “Then why do you sound. . .regretful?” DiamonD couldn’t 

help to press Shane.  Because the one person she felt that should 

have felt “regretful” was her.  As all her Halloween’s and 

holidays had been memorable up until the night she was forced 

into prostitution.  Since then she had bypassed Halloween, 

holidays, even birthdays just to forget the past that had partially 

fucked with her future’s present. 

     “Never mind,” DiamonD instead mustered, tossing back the 

duvet cover, and retracting her question to a mere statement of, 

“Kids are going to be up soon.  I better get ready,” and slipped 

out of bed. 

     “DiamonD,” Shane sighed, propping himself up on both 

elbows, and staring at her concerned. 

     “Look, Shane,” DiamonD said picking up her nightgown 

from off the nightstand in a bout of frustration and slipping it 

back on.  “If you want to lay around here wishing on bad shit to 

happen, then be my guest!  I however, want to be with our kids 

and make the best of it.  And do you want to know why I want to 

make the best of it, Shane?  Because one day the kids are going 

to grow up, become “us” and have the same conversation that 

we’re having now.  And meanwhile, we’re going to be sitting in 

the background watching and aging and wondering where we 



went wrong to have fucked it all up for them?!  And I’d rather 

not do that.  I’d rather the kids remember how great they had it 

and always had it and have it still but with their own kids.  And it 

begins now. . .with Halloween!” 

     “Jesus, DiamonD.  I was just speaking my mind,” Shane 

argued. 

     “No!” DiamonD countered, pointing an abrupt finger at the 

conversation.  “You were groveling!” And with that said, she 

turned a bare heel and stomped off toward the direction of the 

bathroom. 

     “Goddamn it, DiamonD!” Shane bitched, leaping out of bed.  

He couldn’t believe the fucking nerve of her. 

     “Get dressed, Shane!” DiamonD barked over her shoulder.  

“I’m sure some bullshit drama will come your way with a suit 

on!” 

     “You’re acting irrational, DiamonD!” Shane shielded. 

     DiamonD said nothing more. 

     She just continued into the bathroom, slamming the door 

behind her. 

     Shane flinched and gulped back spit.  He couldn’t believe 

how his conscience had just fucked-up his morning. 

 

Three. 

 

     “So, what’s up with you and DiamonD?” Devin said stepping 

onto the expansive balcony located on the second floor of The 

DiamonD where Shane had been sitting, toking on a cigarette, 

and watching the DiamonD guards patrol The DiamonD Estate.  



Shane looked up just as Devin was handing him some Starbucks 

coffee.  “Thought I heard arguing earlier?” 

     “Thanks, bro.” Shane said taking his coffee and taking a 

quick sip, then after, staring at Devin questionably. 

     “Yeah.  I know!” Devin chuckled beneath a shrug of his 

shoulders.  “It’s Pumpkin Spiced coffee.  Blair thought we’d like 

it.”  Shane smirked and settled the coffee down onto the table 

between them.  “So,” Devin pressed and left it at that. 

     “So. . .” Shane repeated beneath a lengthy sigh.  “DiamonD’s 

tripping.” 

     “About what?”  Devin cocked his head curiously.  “You 

know, this isn’t bad!” he then disrupted his conversation with 

Shane to tip his spiced coffee beneath a wink. 

     Shane shook his head, smirked, and dragged on his cigarette, 

saying, “It’s just been quiet around here, is all,” through a plume 

of smoke. 

     “What?” Devin chuckled.  “You miss the noise, bro?” 

     “Sometimes “quiet” is not good, bro,” Shane asserted matter-

of-factly prompting Devin to nod in thought when his thoughts 

were to Blair. . .and Lana with both their impending noises 

drawing closer on each day that passed – Devin’s heart gave a 

slight jolt. 

     Shit! His mind then cursed before he looked back onto Shane 

and stated his own opinion.  “There’s always going to be drama 

‘round here, bro. . .it’s unavoidable.  But what I can say or 

merely suggest is to not stress about it.  You should enjoy the 

‘quiet’, your kids. . .DiamonD.  I mean, who’s not to say that 

this,” – Devin motioned to the conversation – “will be the only 

time, hmm?” 



     Shane smirked on the question.  “Well. . .I’d like to say 

you’re right, bro – ” 

     “Of course I’m right, bro!” Devin interjected with a hearty 

laugh and a slap to Shane’s shoulder.  “I aint the “big brother” 

for nothing!” 

     “Maybe you should be Santa?” Shane suggested, considering 

how cheery Devin had sounded, particularly toward his fucked-

up morning. 

     “Maybe I will!” Devin agreed.  “Ho-ho-fucking-ho, right?!” 

     “You’re an idiot!” Shane chuckled, dragging on the last of his 

cigarette before flicking the butt to the wind. 

     “So, subject change,” Devin said becoming serious, “but did 

you talk to DiamonD about heading out to mom and pops for 

Halloween?” 

     Shane nodded.  “I did.”  He picked-up his spiced coffee and 

took another sip.  Because according to Shane, it was starting to 

taste not half-bad.  Blair crossed his mind and warmed his heart 

but not in a good way.  He felt an erection coming on, 

particularly when he thought about her face, her body, her 

complete aura –  

     “And?” Devin hard-pressed, rudely interrupting Shane’s 

thoughts.  Shane thought about tossing his spiced coffee at him.  

     “She agreed.  And man, are you fucking annoying!” Shane 

grumbled. 

     And Shane meant to continue insulting Devin, but Blair had 

unexpectedly stepped out onto the balcony, then stepped to 

Devin, saying as she eased her way onto his lap, “Isn’t he?” Blair 

winked at Shane and kissed Devin on the lips. 



     “That’s only because you love me,” Devin said returning 

Blair’s kiss.  He could feel his cock starting to harden. 

     Shane quickly turned away to give Devin and Blair some 

room, but most importantly, his thoughts – separating his 

thoughts from Blair and focusing them on DiamonD instead. 

     Shane instantly felt guilt. 

     Because even he knew that this wasn’t the time to think about 

fucking his brother’s fiancé.  It was Halloween. . .it was about 

buying costumes and pumpkins and candy for the family. 

     “I better leave you two and find DiamonD,” Shane said 

getting up from his chair.  “Thanks for the coffee, doll,” he then 

said slipping Blair a smile and tapping her gently on the shoulder 

– Blair shuddered. 

     “Yeah, bro, you do that,” Devin suggested mindlessly 

because his lips and his mouth were busy seducing Blair’s neck 

– Devin almost felt like a Vampire. 

     As for Blair. . .she remained seated on Devin’s lap.  Both 

arms entwined around his neck.  As for her eyes. . .Well, they 

were busy watching Shane as he descended the south end of the 

staircase and never looking back even though she knew that 

Shane knew she was watching him. 

     Blair was detesting their foreplay. 

 

Four. 

 

     Shane found both DiamonD and Lana in the office going over 

the Guest list for The DiamonD’s Halloween party. 

     “What’s the count?” Shane inquired coolly.  He had casually 

strolled in and took a seat in front of the desk. 



     “Um. . .about a hundred,” DiamonD said looking at Shane 

anxiously.   

     “Hmm,” Shane said the least bit surprised.  “Friends?  

Family?  Whatnot?” He then went on.  DiamonD nodded as did 

Lana. 

     “Friends, family. . .yeah.  But we’ve also picked-up a couple 

of more Judges.  Some law enforcers out of Beverly Hills, South 

Central, Alhambra including a couple of East L.A. Detectives 

courtesy of Rawlins.” 

     “Don’t forget that Lawyer that Stella referred and those pimps 

from San Bernardino and Twentynine Palms,” Lana reminded 

DiamonD. 

     “‘Twentynine Palms’?” Shane repeated looking at both 

DiamonD and Lana in thought.  “Shit!  That’s quite a ways out!” 

     “No,” Lana laughed.  “That’s business, Gorgeous!” She 

winked.  Shane smirked. 

     “What about Doctors and Pharmacists?  Surgeons?  

Politicians?” Shane inquired, trying to sound both attentive and 

interested when in actuality he was thinking about taking 

DiamonD upstairs and fucking the hell out of her. 

     One, for her being a bitch. 

     And two, for Blair flaunting her sexuality in front of him. 

     “There’s a few,” DiamonD retorted shortly, yet looking at 

Shane suspiciously.  She could sense that something was on his 

mind. . .more than just this morning’s gripe-fest. 

     “Is Angelo coming?” Shane asked DiamonD. . .Well, more 

less taunted seeing that she was trying to pry into his demeanor; 

he had recognized her looks of suspicion all to well.   



     DiamonD cleared her throat roughly.  Her mind cursing 

Prick! and her tongue speaking casually, “We did invite him but 

most likely he won’t show.” 

     Shane cocked his head and stared at DiamonD with a hint of 

amusement grazing his expression.  Because even Shane knew 

that Angelo wouldn’t dare pass up on the opportunity on seeing 

DiamonD, much less being in the same room as her – it would 

have been sheer suicide.  Because Shane had understood the 

affect DiamonD had on men or else he wouldn’t have been there 

trying to ward off the same horny and bad spirits of men; the 

same horny, bad spirit he himself was when he made it his sole 

mission to seduce DiamonD the moment he saw her peep her 

pretty head into that club both he and Alec were lounging in. 

     Shane softened his expression and cleared his jealousy for 

Angelo and just said simply, “He’ll show.” 

     “Are you two alright?” Lana said suddenly, shifting a 

concerned look between DiamonD and Shane.  She had detected 

a civilized hostility in both their tones the second Shane walked-

in and made himself annoyingly uncomfortable in DiamonD’s 

presence. 

     “No. . .we’re fine,” DiamonD said stealing a look at Shane 

who nodded to her lie. 

     But Lana wasn’t buying it. 

     She had been around DiamonD and Shane long enough to 

sense when they were at odds with one another.  “Hmm,” Lana 

scoffed prompting both DiamonD and Shane to look at her 

peculiarly.  “Well regardless of what it is, guys. . .but this is 

Halloween time.  And we’re supposed to be happy with one 



another.  So, do you two think you can bury the hatchet, Shane, 

and retract the fangs, DiamonD, until after Halloween?” 

     Both DiamonD and Shane had exchanged comical looks. 

     “Jesus, Lana, are you serious?!” DiamonD couldn’t help but 

to look at Lana mortified. 

     “Yeah!” Shane sided through a snicker.  “How long you been 

saving that one for, hmm?” 

     Lana rolled her eyes and shook her head.  “God, you two are 

so out-of-touch!  Here,” she said holding out her hand to 

DiamonD, “you give me the list and go with Shane and buy the 

kids their costumes before they’re all sold out.  C’mon, girl.  

Give it!” Lana demanded DiamonD with a playful snap of her 

fingers. 

     “C’mon, Lana,” DiamonD attempted to negotiate as Shane 

was the last person she wanted to find herself all alone with 

today.  But Lana didn’t want to hear it. 

     “Nope!  Nah-ah!” Lana shook her head adamantly, still 

snapping her fingers. 

     “Jesus Christ, woman!” Shane erupted, leaping up from his 

seat and snatching the Guest list out of DiamonD’s hand and 

shoving it into Lana’s.  “C’mon!” he then griped, grabbing 

DiamonD’s hand and tugging her out of The DiamonD’s office 

as if she were one of his kids in the middle of a fit. 

     “This isn’t very chivalrous, Shane,” DiamonD argued as she 

and Shane rounded the corner of the corridor that lead from the 

office to The DiamonD’s grand foyer.  

     “Shush!” Shane shushed DiamonD over his shoulder. 

     “Oh, hey, there you guys are,” Memo started to say when he 

bumped Shane and DiamonD as they walking into the foyer. 



     “Not now, Memo!” Shane snapped.  “DiamonD and I are 

going out!” 

     “What?  Where?!” Memo demanded, following Shane and 

DiamonD out onto The DIamonD’s infamous grand steps. 

     Shane ignored Memo and instead said, “Have them bring my 

Jag around.” 

     “Have Benny and Ramos drive you and DiamonD,” Memo 

instead suggested.  He motioned to the black Denali XL parked 

at the bottom of the steps. 

     “Memo, man, c’mon!” Shane sighed in a state of frustration. 

     “Okay!  Fine!” Memo snapped, beeping the garage with, 

“Timo?” via the walkie-talkie in his hand. 

     Yeah, Patron? Timo beeped back. 

     “Bring Shane’s Jag ‘round front.  He’s heading out.  Make 

sure it’s got a full tank, eh.” 

     Yeah.  No prob, Memo. 

     “There, cabron!  You happy now?!” Memo barked at Shane.  

He turned an abrupt heel and stormed back into The DiamonD 

forcing DiamonD to sigh out heatedly. 

     “Jesus, Shane, couldn’t you be any more of a pr – ” 

     “Don’t say it, babe,” Shane interjected quickly.  “I’m trying, 

alright.” He squeezed DiamonD’s hand gently. 

     DiamonD – feeling like a bitch for even thinking it – lessened 

the tone in her demeanor.  “I was going to say. . .prince.” 

     Shane’s brow arched.  “Are you serious?” he scoffed.  

Because even he knew that was a lie. 

     DiamonD ignored Shane’s candor, nodded then smiled thus 

forcing Shane to smile himself.  He could always sense the 



sincerity in DiamonD’s smile.  Because it always made him feel 

proud, secure. . .worthy. 

     Shane’s Jag pulled up with Timo – short for Timothy – 

quickly stepping off and handing Shane the keys. 

     Shane nodded his appreciation and ushered DiamonD into the 

front passenger’s seat and closed the door behind her. 

     “Where to?” He then asked DiamonD after they were both 

seated and buckled in.  

     “Downtown L.A.  A place called ‘Kidtopia’,” DiamonD said 

pulling up the GPS Navigation on the dash.  “Lana said it’s like a 

‘Toys Я us’ but a little more upscale,” she then stated when she 

saw Shane raise a brow toward the name. 

     “Well for her not exactly having her baby as of yet she sure 

knows where all the kid stores are, right?” Shane chuckled. 

     “Are you saying I’m not doing my job as a mother?” It was 

DiamonD’s turn to raise a brow only hers was comical.  And 

though it was an indirect statement and not intended toward her, 

DiamonD still felt that maybe perhaps she wasn’t a good mother 

if she needed help raising her kids and shopping for them. 

     Shane reached for DiamonD’s hand, kissed it, and held it and 

said, “Don’t make anything more out of it, babe.  You’re a great 

mother especially when you decide to put family in front of 

business.”  Shane smiled. 

     And DiamonD returned that exact smile. 

     Because she felt like she was doing something right in 

Shane’s eyes. 

 

Five. 

 



     “So, what costumes are we gunning for?” Shane said taking 

DiamonD by the hand and helping her out of the Jag. 

     “Um. . .I was thinking. . .” and DiamonD’s train of speech 

abruptly veered off track when she caught two black Denali 

XL’s coming up on them from the corner of her eye with one 

parking next to Shane’s Jag and the other, across the street.  

“You got to be kidding?!” DiamonD bitched beneath a heated 

breath.  She couldn’t believe the nerve of Memo for summoning 

Benny and Ramos who were stepping off the SUV parked next 

to the Jag nor the Mendevian brothers’ of Castor, Pollux and 

Santorini stepping off the other and crossing their way.  

“Fucking, Memo!” DiamonD spat. 

     “Chill, babe,” Shane then cautioned DiamonD from the 

corner of his mouth.  “What’s up?” He nodded toward the guys. 

     “Nada.  Just Memo,” Benny said looking at Ramos for 

conformation. 

     “He’s just trying to keep it real, Boss,” Ramos said 

addressing DiamonD when he and Benny had sensed that she 

wasn’t in agreement to being tailed.  And not that either Ramos 

and Benny wanted to be there babysitting their boss’s shopping 

excursions, particularly when they were in the midst of heading 

to a game of underground Craps in West Hollywood that Memo 

had beeped for them to follow DiamonD and Shane. 

     As for Castor, Pollux, and Santorini. . .neither had a thing to 

do as neither gambled or drank or fucked every piece of ass that 

crossed their paths – which to DiamonD explained why Reno’s 

men were always so focused and committed, particularly to their 

job which was solely protecting her, and at times, Shane. 



     “Mm-hmm,” DiamonD retorted through a roll of her eyes.  

She tightened her grasp on Shane’s hand; a sign letting him 

know that she wanted to head inside the store. 

     “You guys hang back,” Shane ordered with the exception of 

Castor as he looked at Castor and motioned for him to follow. 

     Castor – without argument – flicked his half-toked cigarette 

to the wind and followed DiamonD and Shane into the store of 

sophisticated mothers with their own personal “shop assistants”; 

snotty kids screaming, playing and running amuck; blinged-out 

strollers being pushed by underpaid, unappreciated Nannies; 

stressed-out, overwhelmed expectant mothers and lastly, Shane, 

DiamonD and Castor at the center of it all. 

     DiamonD didn’t know whether to laugh or stress or impose a 

“Fine” on Lana’s ass? 

     Shane however, looked intrigued. 

     As for Castor. . .he was ready to wring the necks of every kid 

that had ran passed him as every kid seemed to possess a toy 

bigger than their little hands could handle because they kept 

bumping his legs, particularly the one kid with the plastic toy 

sword who intentionally stopped running to stab Castor in the 

thigh.  The boy laughed prompting Castor on the defensive with, 

“You little fuck!?”  He then made a grab for the boy but missed.  

Diamond and Shane looked at one another and chuckled. 

     “I’m terribly sorry, Sir,” a young woman’s voice then 

apologized suddenly from behind Castor.  She came around 

Castor just as he was reaching for his Glock, and sporting more 

than a frustrated look but a black pencil skirt, a man’s white 

dress shirt, a pair of black pumps, flawless fair skin, red lips, 

black eyeliner, and nothing more.  Castor had to catch his breath 



as he could have sworn she was a Marilyn Monroe incarnate.  

Then he caught it again when she said, “Trust me. . .I’d like to 

kill them myself!” And Castor wasn’t sure if that was a yearning, 

a fetish, or a threat?  He was however, turned on by her candor. 

     “It’s not “Sir”, it’s Castor.  And I can make that happen, you 

know?” Castor winked deviously at the young woman who 

cocked her head and stared at Castor mildly intrigued. 

     “I’m sure you can!” The young woman retorted, sounding 

every bit as windswept.  “Anyhow,” she said shifting her 

attention to DiamonD but not failing to notice Shane’s boredom.  

She instantly took him for either the husband or the boyfriend.  

“I’m Layla.  And I’ll be your personal Shop Assistant today.” 

     “So, ‘Layla’, like the song?” Castor interjected Layla suavely. 

     “Yeah,” she giggled.  “And ‘Castor’ as in the “Castor and 

Pollux” of Zeus and the constellation?” 

     Castor shot Layla another wink.  This one knocked the wind 

out of her and left her cheeks permanently flushed. 

     “Layla. . .doll, I don’t mean to be rude, but can you just point 

us in the direction of the costumes?” Shane interceded only he 

wasn’t suave as Castor but all business, down to the point.  

Castor took notice of Shane’s persistence and quickly backed off 

from Layla. 

     “Um. . .yes.  Right this way,” Layla said motioning toward 

the east end of the store with an embarrassed clear of her throat. 

     “You didn’t have to be rude,” DiamonD scolded Shane as 

they followed Layla toward the costume department. 

     “Castor needs to get laid on his own time,” was Shane’s 

argument. 



     “Well he was on his own time till Memo fucked it up for 

him,” DiamonD related in defense of Castor. 

     Shane let out a soft growl because he felt an apology coming 

on. 

     And Shane detested apologizing for anything. 

     “So. . .um. . .what did you two have in mind?” Layla asked 

both DiamonD and Shane just as they were clearing the 

Monster’s Inc. themed entrance leading into the costume 

department – which to DiamonD and Shane’s surprise – was 

disgustingly busy.  

     “Oh, you got to be fucking kidding?!” DiamonD practically 

blurted prompting Layla to chuckle. 

     “I know,” she sided.  “It’s like this every year.  And 

unfortunately you just so happened to show up on Kids Day 

where the toys are a no-holds-barred.  Including the costumes!” 

     “Are you serious?” Because DiamonD was completely taken 

aback.  But most importantly of all, happy that she did not bring 

the kids.  Because if she had, she and Shane would have never 

left the place!  

     “You should see the day before Halloween,” Layla chortled.  

“Total chaos!” 

     “Jesus!” Shane sighed in disbelief while his eyes swept 

across the shoppers with their frenzied demeanors and the 

costumes taking a beating with all the stress of being touched, 

tugged, pulled. . .it was a madhouse.  

     “Tell me about it, bro!” Castor, too, sighed in disbelief.  Thus 

reminding himself to never have children.  But Layla had 

crossed his mind and he couldn’t help but to wonder the 

possibility. 



     “Um. . .we were thinking a ‘Cat in The Hat’ type thing for 

my three and one year-old twins,” – DiamonD stole a glance at 

Shane who’s attention was still to the chaos – “you know. . .The 

Cat costume with Thing One and Thing Two?” 

     “Ah, yes!” Layla exclaimed.  “Good choice!” She said giving 

the theme some thought though her thoughts would rather have 

been to Castor who she found incredibly sexy with a hint of 

mystery.  She figured he’d make an excellent “Question Mark” 

for a Halloween costume.  “Well, let me see what I can find, 

hmm.” Layla cheerly volunteered, leaving her post with 

DiamonD and heading straight into the battle. 

     “Think she’ll survive?” Shane teased Castor from the corner 

of his mouth as they both watched Layla immerse herself into 

the chaos. 

     Castor nodded valiantly.   

     “She better,” he then threatened a second later, “or else I’m 

not going to ask her out!” 

 

Six. 

 

     “Remind me not to go into that place again!” DiamonD stated 

after she and Shane were seated back in the Jaguar trying to 

make sense of it all. 

     “Oh, I agree!” Shane laughed, firing up his Jag and pulling 

out of the parking space.  “Hungry?” He asked shifting the gear 

into “Drive”.  DiamonD nodded.  “Well, at least Castor is 

happy.  He got her digits.  Now he just has to show her his guns 

and hopefully she’ll get turned-on by them.” 



     “Are you serious?” DiamonD laughed as a vision of Castor 

showing Layla his twin Glocks and she shrieking like The Bride 

of Frankenstein.  

     “This life isn’t for everyone, DiamonD,” Shane stated matter-

of-factly.  “I mean, not all women can be like you!” He said 

luring DiamonD in for a kiss.  She obliged and kissed him on the 

lips. 

     “Thank you for bringing me,” DiamonD said slipping her 

hand into Shane’s and gazing at him with love and bats tickling 

her belly. 

     “You knew I would,” Shane said, giving DiamonD a sincere 

look.  “It’s like you stated:  Family first.” 

     “Yeah.  But I also understand business cannot be undermined.  

I was being. . .selfish not to see your point this morning, Shane.  

And for that I am sorry.” 

     “Don’t worry about it, babe, I learned to let go a little.  I 

mean,” Shane chuckled, “and believe it or not, I actually enjoyed 

the shopping and the chaos – it took my mind off things.  It was 

good to see a bit of reality and civilian life.  You know. . .when 

you’re not constantly looking over your shoulder?” DiamonD 

nodded because she could relate.  Even now with Benny and 

Ramos, Castor and his brothers’ trailing them.  “That simple 

life,” Shane reiterated.  “I can’t believe I’ve actually forgotten 

about it.” 

     “It wasn’t that long ago, Shane,” DiamonD reminded as she 

gazed passed him, to the driver’s side window, to the passing 

scenery and the blend of colors running off the various buildings 

that created those patinas of simple everyday life:  for DiamonD 

it was like abstract art but in constant motion. 



     “Hey,” Shane said giving DiamonD’s hand a slight squeeze.  

He noticed that both her gaze and her mind had wandered off. 

     “Yeah. . .um,” – DiamonD cleared her throat uneasily 

because Shane had caught her in deep thought – “I was thinking 

The Next for appetizers and drinks and later, a quiet Steak dinner 

at home.” 

     “‘Home’?” Shane raised a quizzical brow.  “‘Quiet’?  You 

know that’s impossible, right?” 

     “Not if it’s in our room,” DiamonD countered, slipping Shane 

a devious wink. 

     Because it there was one place in The DiamonD that was 

strictly forbidden was Shane and DiamonD’s bedroom.  One had 

to practically have an invitation to be invited in.  Even Lana was 

party to that invitation.  Because it was in their room where 

DiamonD and Shane could just be “DiamonD and Shane” from 

the past.  

     Shane smirked and shook his head in regard to DiamonD’s 

ability to play both Boss and She Devil and still maintain peace 

within The DiamonD members and its Estate. 

     “Okay.  Fine,” Shane said giving in to DiamonD’s idea of a 

“night out” in their bedroom.  “But I want my Steak medium, 

DiamonD.  The last time the kitchen cooked it medium-rare!” 

Shane went on to complain. 

     DiamonD took a mental note and nodded.  “But don’t forget 

to dress up,” she reminded.  “The last time you didn’t and I felt 

like an idiot in a cocktail dress and heels.” 

     “And exactly how long did you wear that cocktail dress and 

high heels for, hmm?” 

     “Shane.” DiamonD’s face started to flush.   



     “Like fifteen, twenty minutes before I had you stripped naked 

and in bed,?” 

     “C’mon, Shane.  Be serious.” DiamonD attempted to 

negotiate but Shane wouldn’t have it.  He wanted to get his point 

across. 

     “Look,” Shane said bringing the Jag to a stop at the traffic 

light.  “All I’m saying is that why can’t we just eat naked?  I 

mean, it’ll save us time and a trip to the dry cleaners.” 

     “That’s not very romantic, Shane.  I just want. . .” and 

DiamonD’s voice suddenly trailed off as well as Shane’s 

attention which was now focused to the young couple standing 

on the other side of the street.  They were holding hands and 

browsing the flowers and unique Halloween gifts sitting on a 

vendor’s table.  The guy wasted no time picking out a bouquet of 

orange and black roses and handing them to the girl who 

accepted them with the happiest smile leaving DiamonD slightly 

envious and Shane feeling like any romantic man would make 

him feel:  like shit.  

     Because at one time, they were them.  

     DiamonD dropped her gaze from the couple as did Shane. 

     Both feeling regret. 

     Both realizing how they could have done a better job at their 

relationship.  

     The light turned green.  Shane and DiamonD drove off in 

silence; each understanding that while their relationship may 

have appeared like that happy couple on the corner of the street 

on the outside, it was on the inside had their relationship 

struggled. . .not for love but for survival. 

 



Seven. 

 

     “Do you regret what we saw earlier. . .with that couple?” 

DiamonD had to ask Shane the question because the suspense in 

Shane’s silence had been killing her. 

     They were already seated in their regular booth at The Next, a 

lounge dedicated to live 80’s music performed by local tribute 

bands and virgin wine coolers since the majority of Next’s 

patrons were under the age of twenty-one. 

     The Thrillers were centerstage doing their rendition of 

Michael Jackson’s Thriller when Shane and DiamonD walked in 

and were promptly escorted to their booth. 

     “No,” Shane retorted dryly taking a generous sip of his 

whiskey dry. 

     “‘No’?” DiamonD repeated, staring at Shane genuinely 

stumped. 

     “Actually I felt like shit.” 

     “Why?” 

     “C’mon, DiamonD,” Shane argued, straightening out his slim 

suit jacket and invisibly biting his nails.  Because conversations 

like the one he was having with DiamonD were absolute nail 

biters.   

     “I felt envious,” DiamonD confessed, ignoring Shane.  She 

picked up her Margarita and took a lengthy sip.   

     “I figured so,” Shane said, sounding the least bit surprised. 

     “Um,” – DiamonD cocked her head curiously – “. . .what 

gave it away?” 

     “You liked the roses.” 

     “Are roses so bad?” 



     “Only when they’ve been cut.  It’s a crime to cut down 

something so delicate yet forbidden.  But if you want some I’ll 

get you some.” Shane winked, clinking his bourbon glass against 

DiamonD’s Margarita one before he drank up. 

     “It’s not so much the roses, Shane,” DiamonD said after she 

put her Margarita down and spun the stem of the glass a ninety 

degree. 

     “Oh?” It was Shane’s turn to cock his head curiously. 

     “It’s our relationship.  The things that are missing.  Things 

that could use improvement.” 

     “In case you hadn’t realized this, babe. . .but our relationship 

isn’t as conventional.  Not by a long shot.” 

     “Well maybe that’s where we’re going wrong,” DiamonD 

stressed. 

     “Wait,” Shane said turning to DiamonD and looking at her 

critically, “So, let me get this right,” he then said settling into the 

conversation more attentively, “you’re going to allow what you 

saw earlier to question our relationship?  I mean, and seriously, 

babe,” Shane chuckled, “who’s not to say that “Mr. and Mrs. 

Romantic” are not having their fair share of problems, hmm?  

Who’s not to say that they are genuinely unhappy but instead 

chose that moment – that exact moment that we just so happened 

to glance their way – to be happy?  I mean, you don’t know. . .I 

don’t know.  Only they know.” 

     “Maybe I’m just overthinking stuff,” DiamonD retorted in her 

defense prompting Shane to nod in agreement. 

     Because ever since her return home from Sonny’s yacht 

fiasco and having meditated on everything that had lead up to 

that point, including Shane’s affair with Kandy and her sly tryst 



with Angelo, DiamonD knew that she herself hadn’t exactly 

been the same. 

     In fact, DiamonD felt that both her and Shane had put a 

serious dent in their relationship with their lies and deception, 

and unfortunately she was having trouble trying to deal with 

them.  So, the best thing DiamonD felt she could do in that 

moment – which was slowly escalating into an all-out brawl – 

was to instead lie instead of pushing for the obvious truth that 

she and Shane were intangibly unhappy. 

     “Look, babe,” Shane said tucking a few strands of 

DiamonD’s hair behind her ear then stroking her cheek with, “I 

know we have some issues to sort out, but I think for now we 

should stick to your plan and make the best of it, alright?”  

DiamonD nodded and held Shane’s words for as long as she 

could. 

     Or as long as it took for her to bring Shane’s lips to hers 

where she kissed him earnestly, opened mouth, tongue against 

tongue until Shane took it upon himself to release his mouth 

from DiamonD’s so that he could focus on entering her body 

slowly; taking in every sentiment of her euphoric expression the 

deeper his cock slid into her and stored them like still images in 

a photo album. 

     Because according to Shane, he had not seen DiamonD look 

as desirable as she did sitting there across from him at their 

bedroom’s dining table. 

     There was mood music – Sade. 

     Domestic Cabernet Wine. 

     Prime Steak sitting on pricey China. 



     And candles casting their glow over DiamonD’s beauty and 

Shane’s hunger to ravage that beauty. 

     So now that Shane had DiamonD naked, on her back, her legs 

spread an intimate wide, it was time to take her to the place 

where it all started for them:  Beginning in Cher’s bedroom and 

ending in DiamonD’s motel room just east of Hollywood 

Boulevard. 

     Shane figured that if couldn’t give DiamonD a solid piece of 

the present – which he knew was strained in part of his affair 

with Kandy and the death of Reno – he could at least give her a 

piece of the past and hope it would be satisfactorily until they 

both got their shit together. 

     In the meantime, DiamonD moaned. 

     And Shane moaned. 

     And when it was all over, they were both back at the dining 

table, cutting pieces of Steak, dipping them in sauce, and feeding 

it to one another. 

 

Eight. 

 

     “Oh.  My.  God!” Lana exclaimed at the sight of Lola, Roman 

and Ryan all dressed in their Halloween costumes.  “Justin!  Get 

in here!” She then shouted in giddiness from over her shoulder.  

Justin was in casual conversation with Dominic and Shane when 

he got the summons from Lana thus prompting the three to head 

into the kids’ room where the Diamond kids struggled to keep 

still. 



     “Lola, grab your brother’s hand,” DiamonD instructed her 

eldest daughter as she was in the midst of slipping Ryan’s hand 

into Roman’s to take their picture. 

     “Oh, you got to be kidding?!” Justin laughed leaving Dominic 

and Shane smilimg ear-to-ear.  “Cat in The Hat, huh?” Justin 

then lulled; his eyes sweeping over Lola’s cat costume and the 

twins’ Thing One and Thing Two costumes. 

     “What’d you think, babe?” DiamonD pressed Shane eagerly. 

     Shane – feeling momentarily speechless because he thought 

his kids looked adorable – just nodded in agreement. 

     “Dom?” DiamonD also pressed eagerly. 

     “Classic!” He chuckled, giving a thumbs up. 

     “Seriously, babe, that was well thought of,” Shane at last 

praised.  “Lola, hon, keep still so mommy can take a picture, 

okay?” Shane advised when he saw Lola growing restless, 

particularly over the attention she was receiving.  As for Roman 

and Ryan. . .they kept pulling at their blue wigs. 

     “Girl, you better hurry!” Lana laughed when she, too, saw the 

twins pulling at their wigs. 

     “Sorry, we’re late!” Blair ruefully exclaimed, her voice 

sounding windswept as she rushed into her soon-to-be nieces and 

nephew’s bedroom with Devin trailing closely behind. 

     “Yeah.  Because Blair was taking forever!” Devin 

complained idly but not failing to slip Blair a wink. 

     “‘Forever’. . .Hmph!” Blair rolled her eyes.  “Well, I’m not 

the one who takes an hour and a half to put shoes on in the 

middle of a football game!”  

     “It was the Dolphins and the Patriots!” Devin shielded forcing 

Shane, Dominic and Justin to chuckle. 



     “Wait!” Lana tossed up a hand.  “Wasn’t that game like 

Thursday?” 

     “Yeah!  And I missed it!” 

     “So,” DiamonD said, coming to attention and folding her 

arms across her breasts. 

     Devin looked at DiamonD and took a step back.  

     “Oh, damn!” Justin said recognizing that all-to-familiar 

stance. 

     “Yup.” Shane then sided with Justin. 

     “Mm-hmm,” Dominic echoed. 

     “What?!” Devin balked beneath a shrug of his shoulders and 

a wide-tooth grin.  He couldn’t understand why the guys were 

staring at him as if he had just fucked-up?   

     “So, let me understand this right,” DiamonD then semi-

repeated through a dim of her eye and a flash of her fangs, 

“Catching up on a football game that occurred two nights ago is 

more important than my kids – your – nieces and nephew’s little 

Halloween fashion show?  A game that you can very well catch 

up on, on any other given day?  Is that what you’re saying, 

brother?” 

     “Oh, good one!” Blair said high-fiving DiamonD. 

     “Oh, she’s got you there, bro!” Shane taunted. 

     “So glad I’m not standing in his shoes right now!” Justin’s 

whew had him air wiping his hand across his forehead. 

     “Oh, piss off!” Devin scoffed.  “All of you!” 

     “Oh, c’mon, bro,” Shane said slipping an arm around Devin’s 

broad shoulders.  “Don’t tell me that you don’t find this,” – he 

swept a hand across his kids Halloween costumes – “more 

interesting than football?” Shane kissed Devin on his cheek 



leaving Devin to grumble.  “I got your six, babe!” Shane winked 

at DiamonD. 

     “Thank you, sexy!” DiamonD returned Shane’s wink leaving 

Blair feeling envious because she couldn’t openly agree with 

Shane, much less look at him. . .not with Devin in the same room 

and watching her every move. 

     But Blair had hope.  That once The Kandy Room – formerly 

Strings – re-opened, had she then believed she would be able to 

breathe a sigh of freedom.  Also hoping to express a feeling or 

two toward Shane without Devin hovering over her shoulders. 

     “All right, kiddos!” Shane said clasping his hands together 

and stepping up to Lola, Roman and Ryan who were growing 

restless by the minute.  “Look at mom and say:  Trick-or-Treat!” 

     “TRICK-or-TREAT!” The Diamond kids then giggled. 

     1, 2, 3! DiamonD counted in her head before she snapped the 

button twice on her Nikkon Digital Camera, seizing the moment 

in back-to-back images; a moment DiamonD knew she would 

remember come the end of her days. 

     DiamonD caught her breath and rose back to her stance. 

     She then sighed. 

     Then she looked at Shane and nodded. 

     It was time to jet out to Washington.   

 

Nine. 

 

     “Oh, my Goodness!” Donna exasperated as she stepped out 

onto the circular driveway and met her grandkids with the 

warmest of hugs and kisses, particularly to the costumes they 



were wearing.  “Now that’s ingenious!” she said hugging Shane 

then DiamonD after. 

     “It was all DiamonD’s idea, Ma.” Shane accredited. 

     “Well, dear, then you did an excellent job!” Donna praised 

leaving DiamonD slightly flushed.  It was the first time 

DiamonD had actually felt accepted by Donna. 

     “Now there’s my little Diamonds!” Roman said sweeping up 

Lola and Ryan and giving them each a kiss on the cheek before 

he put them down and swept up little Roman – who was 

Roman’s pride and joy – and kissed and held him until the entire 

family had gathered inside the house, making last minute 

preparations before heading out. 

     “Here.  You’re not doing anything,” Roman said handing 

little Roman off to Tamara who took her nephew without 

argument.  Roman reached into the cellphone case attached to 

his belt and swept his gaze across the caller ID; his forehead 

scrunched. 

     “What’s up, Pop?” Devin pried Roman concerned. 

     “Nothing, Son.  Just a call I have to take,” Roman said which 

sounded more like bitter complaining, and walked off. 

     Devin looked at Shane and the two just shrugged their 

shoulders. 

     “Hey, little brother, where’s the rest of your crew, hmm?” 

Tamara said casually, prompting Shane to look at her.  He 

noticed she was dressed as a sexy nurse to which Shane found 

amusing considering that his sister was a nurse. 

     “Uh. . .he’s outside with Dominic.  Told him he couldn’t 

smoke in the house,” Shane replied, stealing a quick glance at 



Blair who was helping DiamonD and Torrence adjust whatever 

needed to be adjusted on both Lola and Tory, Jr’s costumes. 

     “And. . .um. . .Josh?” Tamara continued to ask. 

     “He flew back to New Orleans after we got dropped off.  Said 

Vik had a side job for him and Marx that needed immediate 

attention.” 

     “Hmm,” Tamara nodded, shifting her attention to little 

Roman’s wig.  “Fucking costumes are cute, aren’t they, 

brother!?” She laughed. 

     “Yeah,” Shane said shifting his attention back to DiamonD 

then to Blair – where Shane’s belly pulled – then back onto 

DiamonD with a certain amount of guilt grazing his conscience.  

Shane cleared his throat, saying, “Yeah, she did good.” 

     It was quite chilly out. 

     But the fact that Lola and Tory, Jr. kept running from one 

house to the other didn’t seem to affect them the way it affected 

everyone else including Roman and Ryan who weren’t running 

but barely walking to get to their candy. 

     That soon enough, both had to be carried, door-to-door. 

     “It’s a good thing we’re not fucking fat, bro!” Devin stated 

comically to Shane from the corner of his mouth. 

     “I know, right?” Shane laughed, shifting Roman from one 

arm to the other. 

     “What are you two complaining about, hmm?” Blair said 

stepping in beside Devin while DiamonD stepped in beside 

Shane. 

     “Being fat!” Both Devin and Shane answered together 

leaving Blair and DiamonD giggling. 



     “I can hold Roman, if you like,” DiamonD volunteered when 

she noticed Shane shifting Roman back to his other arm. 

     “Don’t worry about it,” Shane said pulling Roman closer to 

him and kissing him on the forehead.  “He’s just getting big.” 

     “They’re all getting big, babe.” DiamonD smiled as she 

watched Shane tending to Roman’s every move from his 

uneasiness of seeing other dissimilar costumes to his excitement 

over the Halloween decorations and the lights to his fussing with 

his costume and wig.  It was the display of an attentive loving 

parent’s patience that brought DiamonD an overwhelmingly 

level of happiness – DiamonD couldn’t have asked for a better 

father than in Shane. 

     “Look, Roman. . .Booooo!” Shane said seizing his son’s 

attention to the Charlie Brown Halloween themed light display 

to one of the houses they had stopped in front of.  Roman’s 

“wow” expression prompted Shane to laugh and DiamonD to 

giggle. 

     “Come, Lola,” DiamonD said taking her daughter’s hand, 

“let’s get some candy, hmm.  Blair,” DiamonD said motioning 

Blair to join them.  Blair nodded and took Lola by her other 

hand. 

     “Hey!  He’s a Charlie Brown fan!  Cool!” Alec remarked 

enthusiastically, giving little Roman a thumbs up. 

     “Maybe we should nickname him “Charlie”?” Tamara 

suggested, also giving a thumbs up. 

     “I don’t know?” Shane said staring at his son questionably.  

“Bro?” He said posing the question to Devin.  “Does he look like 

a ‘Charlie’?” 



     “No,” Donna interjected, taking her grandson off Shane’s 

arms.  “He looks exactly as he was named after:  his 

granddaddy.  Right, sweetie?” Donna crooned through a soiree 

of kisses to her grandson’s cheek. 

     Devin leaned into Shane.  “Take Roman and run, bro!” Shane 

chuckled. 

     “Oh, stop!” Donna scolded Devin impishly. 

     “Uncle Devin, I’m tired,” Tory, Jr. complained.  She had 

eased her way in between Devin and Shane, clutching her Trick-

or-Treat bag – the shape of a Pumpkin – in one hand while 

reaching for Devin’s hand with the other.  “Can we go now?” 

she said tugging Devin’s hand. 

     “Where’s daddy, hmm, baby girl?” Devin said squeezing 

Tory, Jr’s. hand. 

     She dropped her gaze and shrugged her shoulders.  “He’s 

fighting with mommy.  Can we go now?  Please?” she pleaded 

which saddened Devin’s heart because this was supposed to be a 

fun night for his niece. 

     Devin quickly turned around as did Shane; both catching the 

tail-end of Elijah and Torrence’s heated argument which – and 

from what Devin and Shane could both see – was quite civilized; 

almost oblivious to the other chaperoning parents and Trick-or-

Treaters because they had casually broke-off with Elijah taking 

Torrence’s hand and walking her back toward them. 

     Devin looked at Shane.  And Shane looked at Devin.  With 

neither saying a word but understanding that Lana had 

something to do with it.  Because Torrence – both Devin and 

Shane having sensed that Elijah had tried to put his wife’s mind 

at ease – did not look happy, much less, convinced.       



     “Wonder what that was about?” Tamara said looking at 

Donna mischievously. 

     “Well whatever it is. . .it is none of our business,” Donna 

admonished.  Tamara bit back the scolding and just nodded.  She 

glanced at Alec who just stood there and shook his head as if to 

say, ‘your guess is as good as mine, woman!’ before reaching 

into his pocket for his pack of cigarettes. 

     Shane turned back around just as DiamonD and Blair were 

making their way back with Lola while his father and Dominic 

continued to converse in private just a few feet away. 

     “How’s Lola holding up?” Shane asked DiamonD.  He 

figured that if his niece was tired then Lola must have been just 

as. 

     “Getting tired,” DiamonD said holding up Lola’s Trick-or-

Treat bag, also in the shape of a Pumpkin.  “Shall we call it a 

night?” She then asked Shane. 

     “Well. . .if we want to make the party on time.” Shane 

reminded.  DiamonD nodded. 

     “We still need to get in costume,” she also reminded, stealing 

a glance at Lola who was busy stuffing her mouth with M & M’s.  

Shane made a sour face.  “It’s only once-a-year, babe.” 

DiamonD comforted. 

     “Man, that’s not ‘once-a-year’, bro!  That’s a cavity being 

built!” Alec mouthed in tune to Shane’s soured expression. 

     “That’s it!” Shane erupted, snatching the M & M’s out of 

Lola’s hand, and tossing them over his shoulder as if they were 

salt after a vision of his daughter’s rotting teeth smiling wide up 

at him flashed before his eyes.  Lola looked up at Shane and 

immediately burst into tears.  



     “You’re an asshole!” DiamonD snickered, tossing a couple of 

Fun Sized Snickers at Alec for making her daughter cry.  “It’s 

okay, baby.  Shh,” DiamonD said picking up Lola’s frail body, 

holding her close, and rubbing her back. 

     “DiamonD’s right, bro!  You’re an asshole!” Shane sided 

after he gazed into his daughter’s crying eyes and his heart had 

broke.  Because she was nothing but innocent enjoying her 

candy. 

     “It’s alright, baby.  Come here,” Shane said reaching into 

DiamonD’s arms and taking Lola from her.  “Shh,” he then 

comforted with his heart continuing to break. 

     Meanwhile, DiamonD looked at Alec and playfully stuck her 

tongue at him. 

     Alec said nothing. 

     He just growled. 

 

Ten. 

 

     “Oh, my!” Lana’s expression balked as her hand gravitated to 

her mouth in slight shock and awe.  Because not only were 

Shane and DiamonD’s facial costumes in sync with one another 

they also managed to mirror the other thus making the whole 

ensemble fascinating, yet unnerving. 

     “Think we’ll be a hit?” DiamonD then asked Lana hopeful. 

     In a nutshell, DiamonD was hoping she and Shane wouldn’t 

be recognized at all so that they wouldn’t have to entertain, much 

less talk to anyone but each other. 

     In another nutshell, DiamonD just wanted Shane all to 

herself. 



     “I think you two will be more than a hit!” Lana said catching 

her breath.  “I mean. . .Crystal Meth really did a fantastic job 

with this whole Dia De Los Muertos face thing.” 

     “I can’t believe I actually allowed a woman who named 

herself after a drug touch my face?  I must be fucking losing it!” 

Shane griped.  

     “‘Crystal Meth’ is not her actual name, Shane.  It’s her street 

name. . .artistic name,” Lana shielded with a roll of her eyes.  

She looked at DiamonD.  “Is this serious?  ‘Cause Dead Daddy 

here is trippin’!” Lana laughed. 

     “Well since we’re on the subject of “Crystal Meth”. . .’Dead 

Daddy’ here” – Shane pointed to his costume – “wants to know 

why you’re not in costume, hmm?” 

     “Yeah,” DiamonD resonated Shane, “Why aren’t you in 

costume?” she then instigated, folding both her arms against her 

breasts. 

     “I have a costume,” Lana disputed reaching for her blinged-

out silver Tiara with the initial “L” dead center and placed it 

carefully on her head.  She then looked at Shane and DiamonD 

with Shane and DiamonD exchanging puzzled looks.  “I’m a 

“Princessta” – you know. . .Gangster Princess?” Lana winked, 

raising both hands beneath her Tiara; hands that literally 

exclaimed, Tada! 

     “Seriously?” Shane looked half-convinced while DiamonD 

expressed amusement. 

     “I’m not exactly wearing this white pinstripe diva gangster 

suit for nothing, Shane.  I mean, don’t I look “G”?” Lana said 

trying to keep pokerfaced about her costume even though she 

was seconds away from bursting into laughter, particularly over 



Shane’s stoic demeanor.  Lana wasn’t sure if Shane was 

impressed or amused considering that she couldn’t see past his 

face paint. 

     “Shane!” DiamonD chuckled nervously. 

     “What?” Shane retorted, looking at DiamonD boredly. 

     “Say something “G” to Lana,” DiamonD encouraged. 

     Shane looked at Lana.  “. . .Gee?”  

     Lana dropped her hands and rolled her eyes leaving DiamonD 

to, “Ugh!” 

     “Yeah, I know,” Lana sided.  “He totally missed the point!” 

     “Yo, babe!” Justin said giving the door a quick knock.  

“Guests are arriving.  Whoa!” Justin said catching his breath 

after his gaze faltered from Lana to Shane and DiamonD.  

“Wow,” he then lulled over their twin costumes.  “I mean. . .I 

was wondering why Crystal Meth was here.  Now I know why.” 

     “We look fucking ridiculous, bro!” Shane bitched. 

     “Are you fucking serious, dude?!” Justin about choked on 

Shane’s words.  “I think you two look-fucking-great!” 

     “See,” DiamonD said looking at Shane optimistically. 

     “Who’s here?” Shane said ignoring DiamonD and looking at 

Justin. 

     “Jimmy Tran and his crew.  Tanya, Skai and his parents.  

Rawlins and a couple of his buddies I don’t recognize.  Henry 

showed up with a couple of blonds I don’t recognize either.  

Must be some hos he’s bangin’ on the side.  And yeah. . .that 

perv old Judge and his boy-crazed wife also showed up with 

another old looking perv and I assume, his sex-depraved wife 

‘cause she started hittin’ on both Tommy and Lennon the second 



they walked-in.  Oh, and Angelo and his crew were pulling up as 

I was heading up here to get you’ll.” 

     “‘Angelo?’” Shane repeated, looking at DiamonD 

questionably. 

     DiamonD quickly cleared her throat, reminding Shane with, 

“Like I said earlier. . .I wasn’t sure if he’d show.” 

     Shane bit back his jealousy and instead forced a nod.  

“Thanks, bro.  We’ll be down in a bit,” Shane said shifting his 

attention back to Justin. 

     “We’ll be down in a few, Lana.  Make sure the Guests are 

comfortable, okay?” DiamonD said shifting her attention from 

Shane to Lana who cleared her throat and walked out of the 

room with Justin. 

     Shane, trying hard to keep his jealousy under control, said 

nothing else to DiamonD – who’s nerves were literally 

strangling her like a bad horror movie flick the more Shane 

continued to ignore her.  Instead he left his stance and walked up 

to his dresser and picked up his Glock along with his pack of 

cigarettes. 

     “Ready?” He then asked turning back around and forcing 

DiamonD to catch her breath and hold, particularly as Shane 

holstered his Glock inside his Jack Skeleton costume jacket and 

shoved his crinkled pack of cigarettes into the left breast pocket 

of it.          

     Shane looked at DiamonD and she exhaled, then after, 

nodded and reached for the strap on her heel to tighten it.  But 

Shane wasn’t having it.  Because he quickly left his dresser, 

dropped a knee, and fastened the strap for her. 



     Shane looked up at DiamonD.  And he had to catch his 

breath.  Because the past had suddenly became clear as day, 

particularly when he ran his hand up then down the length of her 

leg:  Shane exhaled, and DiamonD shuddered. 

     “I’m. . .ready,” DiamonD then mustered beneath a heated 

breath.  Because she wanted to raise a heel to Shane’s chest and 

force him down on his back and ride him well into the night.  

But Shane had rose back to his feet, picked-up DiamonD’s hand 

and lead her down to the party. 

 

Eleven. 

 

     DiamonD had twinned herself to Shane, particularly as they 

made their rounds; greeting old Guests and conversing with new 

prospect ones; ones guaranteed to be on The DiamonD’s payroll. 

     Both Shane and DiamonD had realized – just recently – that 

the best way to buy into the “influence” of social and 

mainstream was to host parties that were not of a boring nature 

but rather a festive one.  Such as this Halloween one. 

     Because one, the “entertainment” flowed like six times 

distilled whiskey. 

     And two, there was a little bit of a diverse criminal element 

that kept the partygoers interesting toward one another. 

     It had been more than an hour and a half into the party when 

Shane spotted Blair in her Elvira, Mistress of The Dark costume. 

     She was standing in the expansive hall just a few feet from 

the Disco room; nursing a drink and watching this season’s latest 

Halloween collection of costumes being modeled off the 

invisible runway.  Shane assumed that many had noticed Blair’s 



costume considering the amount of smiles and nods she had 

handed out as if they were Halloween-fucking-candy!  Shane 

figured Blair’s smiles needed some sparing and abandoned his 

conversation with both of the Judges’ horny wives. 

     Blair raised her glass to her lips to take another boring sip of 

her drink when she spotted Shane strolling her way.  Blair’s 

heart lit up with her heartbeat picking-up tempo – even in 

costume Blair found Shane devastatingly handsome. 

     “Hey,” Shane said after he reached Blair.  He sounded 

breathless, and nervous.  But he doesn’t show it, particularly 

when he says, “So, Elvira, huh?”  Shane couldn’t help but to 

smirk, at the same time, trying to keep his attention focused to 

Blair’s face and not necessarily to her breasts especially her 

cleavage which was partially exposed; nowhere near Elvira’s 

usual “heavily”. 

     “Yeah!” Blair chuckled nervously, stealing a glance at 

herself. 

     “Hmm. . .I. . .um,” – Shane cleared his throat anxiously – “I 

thought Elvira showed. . .um. . .a bit more. . .um. . .cleavage,” he 

then staggered, motioning to Blair’s cleavage.  “I mean, not that 

I’m complaining – ” 

     “You’re not complaining, Shane. . .your brother complained,” 

Blair said matter-of-factly.  Her eyes then self-consciously 

danced over Shane’s shoulders. . .in search of Devin. 

     “He walked out front,” Shane mentioned casually, hoping the 

announcement would set Blair at ease – it did. 

     “Oh.” Blair dropped her gaze embarrassed. 

     “Devin needs to chill,” Shane said staring at Blair crossly. 



     “Well why I appreciate the concern. . .Shane, but you’d 

probably feel different if I was your woman.” 

     Shane dispersed his anger a moment later. . .after he had 

given Blair’s statement some thought. 

     “You’re probably right,” he said grazing his hand against 

Blair’s; Shane shivered, and Blair shivered.  “Here,” Shane said 

reaching into his right breast pocket and pulling out a package of 

five chocolate pumpkin spiced truffles and slipping it into Blair’s 

hand.  Shane thought he felt her hand tremble. . .or was it his?  “I 

remember you saying that you liked Godiva.” 

     “Wow. . .Shane,” Blair’s heart lit up, as well as her 

expression.  Because it had dampened for a moment, after she 

thought of Devin and how he bitched about her costume showing 

too much cleavage but never saying how nice it was. 

     “I don’t want other guys looking at your tits, Blair!” Devin 

argued. 

     “They’re not “tits”, Devin. . .it’s cleavage!” Blair argued 

back. 

     “Tits. . .cleavage!  It’s all the-fucking-same.  Close it up 

some.  Okay?!” Devin demanded.  And Blair, refusing to spend 

the better part of her night arguing, did as Devin insisted. 

     Since then, Devin had been content. 

     As for Blair. . .she felt like packing it in and walking out on 

him. . .indefinitely. 

     “Yeah.  Just don’t eat them all in one sitting like they’re a bag 

of chips!” Shane slipped Blair a playful wink. 

     “You’re an asshole!” Blair laughed.   

     “Mm-hmm,” Shane said, grazing Blair’s hand again.  He then 

swept up a couple of her fingers, squeezed, then let go.  Then 



after, walked away leaving Blair feeling faint, and reeling in an 

intoxication she hadn’t felt in a while. 

     As for DiamonD. . . “If you don’t like what you see, then why 

not just get a divorce, hmm?” Angelo conveyed harshly thus 

putting DiamonD on the defensive.  But she doesn’t move.   

Doesn’t make an attempt for Angelo’s throat despite the crude 

remark. 

     “Stop whispering in my ear, Angelo!” DiamonD snapped 

from the corner of her mouth just as Shane was walking away 

from Blair.  

     DiamonD was feeling the jealousy bug.  And the fact that 

Angelo was there fueling her jealousy didn’t help. 

     “By the way:  Why are you here?!” DiamonD abruptly turned 

to Angelo.  He balked.  “I thought you said you weren’t 

coming?!” 

     “I never said that I wasn’t coming, babe. . .I said I wasn’t sure 

if I would make it.” Angelo corrected stealing a glance at 

DiamonD’s mouth; a mouth he ached to get lost in. 

     “So, why’d you come, hmm?” DiamonD hard-pressed.   

     “Maybe to get under Shane’s skin?” Angelo winked 

mischievously. 

     “Seriously, Angelo?”  DiamonD was in no mood for head 

games. 

     “Okay.  Okay.” Angelo laughed.  “I wanted to see you,” 

     And DiamonD was afraid that Angelo would say something 

like that thus proving the mindset of men in general. 

     DiamonD needed a stiff drink.  And Angelo read her mind.  

Because he swiped two bourbon whiskey’s off a passing server’s 

tray and handed one to DiamonD. 



     DiamonD stared down at the whiskey thinking on how she 

would have loved to have flung it in Blair’s face then toss the 

glass at Shane, then after, lunge for Angelo’s cock and fuck him 

Happily-Halloween-Ever-After! 

     DiamonD’s throat then parched.  And instead of sipping on 

the whiskey, she instead downed it and practically dropped the 

bourbon glass onto the table beside her.  Luckily it wasn’t made 

of glass. 

     Angelo let out a slow, heated sigh and said, “Okay, I’ll 

leave.” 

     “Good!” DiamonD snickered.  “I need the ladies room.” And 

with that said, DiamonD stormed off to the private bathroom 

located in the same corridor leading to The DiamonD’s Tomb. 

     DiamonD turned on the faucet and splashed some cold water 

into her mouth, careful not to ruin the face paint.  It was when 

she was in the throes of turning off the water when Angelo 

suddenly came into view via the bathroom’s mirror thus forcing 

DiamonD’s balance to falter and prompting Angelo to sweep up 

her arm, preventing a fall. 

     “Thanks,” DiamonD mumbled through an incensed sigh of 

her own. 

     Because one, she did not expect to see Angelo, and in the 

same bathroom. 

     And two, she wanted Angelo again. 

     “I thought. . .um. . .you were leaving?” DiamonD reminded.  

She noticed that Angelo was still holding her arm and that his 

beautiful lips were just inches away from her kissing them. 



     “I am.  Just wanted to say, ‘good night’.  And that the next 

time you’re in Vegas to pay me a visit.  We can have lunch.  A 

drink, maybe?”  

     “Mm. . .yeah.” DiamonD nodded, not really giving the matter 

further thought.  She was more concerned on Shane possibly 

walking into the bathroom. 

     Angelo let go of DiamonD’s arm gently.  Then he gave her 

dead-sexy-look one last glance over before he turned around and 

walked out. 

     Jesus! DiamonD’s shoulder Angel exasperated after Angelo 

had walked out.  DiamonD then turned her attention to the mirror 

and looked at herself critically, listening to that same Angel 

press her with, What the fuck are you doing, DiamonD? leaving 

her Deviled one scoffing with, That’s none of your fucking 

business! 

 

Twelve. 

 

     It was after the last of the Guests had arrived. 

     And the drinks were drunk. 

     And the appetizers were eaten. 

     And the conversations had finished. 

     And the laughter had faded. 

     And the last dance was danced. 

     And the ‘Goodnight’s’ and the ‘Thank you for coming’s’ were 

said. 

     And the lights of The DiamonD Estate had dimmed had it all 

come to an end. 



     It was roughly two in the a.m. when Shane and DiamonD 

walked into their bedroom.  And instead of talking about the 

party, DiamonD instead said, “What were you and Blair 

discussing?” 

     Shane’s gut pinched.  And his expression had tensed.  Luckily 

for him, the question had been asked as he was making his way 

to his dresser and so his back was turned.  

     “So, you’re spying on me now?” Shane said slipping out of 

his costume’s suit coat and settling it onto a nearby chair.  Then 

he stepped to his dresser and removed his Glock and settled that 

down on top.  Then he turned around and looked at DiamonD 

and waited for her to respond. 

     “No.” DiamonD answered truthfully.  Because she hadn’t 

been spying on him.  She just happened to cast her gaze across 

the foyer and saw him standing there talking with Blair. 

     Shane lowered his gaze to the floor and reflected on 

DiamonD’s admittance and Blair’s disgruntled conversation at 

the same time. 

     Because on one hand, he wanted to believe that DiamonD 

wasn’t spying on him. 

     And on the other, he wanted to keep Blair close to The 

DiamonD – with or without his brother – and DiamonD being 

okay with it. 

     Shane for the moment felt lost. . .bitter; discontent himself.  

He needed to make himself feel better, but he couldn’t find the 

right thing to say or accuse DiamonD of.    

     “Blair’s having an issue with Devin.  She wants me to talk to 

him,” was all Shane could manage without letting the issue of his 



true feelings get in the way that he was envious of his brother 

possessing something he knew he could never have. 

     ‘And Blair couldn’t take care of that herself?’ DiamonD 

thought inconsiderately as she did not like the fact that Blair was 

trying to contend with her for Shane’s attention when she clearly 

had a man all her own. 

     Though nothing would have given DiamonD much pleasure 

in shooting her mouth off but even she knew she was no saint, 

particularly with Angelo who continued to weaken her knees and 

send her heart beating like a schoolgirl’s. 

     “Well. I do hope you can talk to him,” DiamonD said 

swallowing her pride and biting back her jealousy.  “So. . .what 

did you think of the party?” She then asked, taking a seat at the 

edge of the bed, and kicking off her stilettos.  “I thought it was 

good.  Not great, but good.” 

     “I agree,” Shane sided however the least bit interested.  

DiamonD quickly sat up and took notice. 

     “Oh?” She cocked her head. 

     “I actually enjoyed our time with the kids more,” Shane 

professed. 

     “Well, why didn’t you say something, babe?  We could have 

bypassed the party and stayed back at your parents’ place,” 

DiamonD stated matter-of-factly.  “Man, would I have loved to 

have dug into all that candy!” 

     Shane lowered his gaze and smirked after he had a vision of 

DiamonD’s rotten teeth smiling sensually at him. 

     DiamonD picked-up her stilettos and walked into her closet 

saying, “Do you remember getting all that candy when you were 

a kid, babe?” 



     Shane remembered but didn’t answer. 

     Instead he left his stance and crossed to his closet and walked 

in and picked-up the bouquet of black and orange roses he had 

bought DiamonD last night as a token for her trying to make his 

Halloween a special one in spite of all the chaos constantly 

surrounding them. 

     “Hey, babe, you didn’t answer my ques,” – DiamonD’s heart 

suddenly stopped when Shane turned around holding a bountiful 

bouquet of Halloween roses in his hands – “tion?” she then 

finished.   

     “I hope you like them,” Shane said slipping the black and 

orange rose bouquet into DiamonD’s trembling hands.  Tears 

instantly filled her eyes the second she held them.  They felt 

delicate. . .fragile, meaningful.    

     “Oh, Shane, they’re beautiful!” DiamonD remarked, sniffling 

back tears as she stared down at her own bouquet of Halloween 

roses.  She was afraid to ruin both the paint on her face as well as 

the roses’.  DiamonD looked up at Shane curiously.  “Why?” 

She then asked. 

     “‘Why’?” Shane laughed.  Because sometimes DiamonD 

didn’t make any sense to him.  “Because I love you.” DiamonD 

lowered her gaze back to her roses and simply nodded because 

she had loved him, too – wholeheartedly and unconditionally. 

     “So,” Shane said sweeping DiamonD off her feet, “ready to 

wash this shit off our faces and get down to our Trick-or-

Treating?” he teased, slipping DiamonD a kiss. 

     “‘Our Trick-or-Treating’?” DiamonD then repeated doe-eyed 

even though she had a pretty damn good idea of what Shane 

meant by that very remark. 



     “Yeah!” Shane chuckled.  “You show me a “Trick” and I’ll 

slip you a “Treat”!  Simple mathematics, babe!” He then winked 

coercing DiamonD to laugh. 

     “Happy Halloween, Shane,” DiamonD said kissing him on 

the lips. 

     “Happy Halloween, DiamonD,” Shane said returning that 

same kiss. 

 

 

 

~from The DiamonD to You 

 


